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About This Game

Only you can destroy the evil space baddies and rescue the King of the Earth's beloved biscuit tin! Blast your way through 28
varied levels full of enemies, traps, lasers and explosions in Son of Scoregasm, the fantastic new shoot-em-up from Charlie's
Games. Save the galaxy, rescue the biscuits, defeat the boss contraptions and challenge the world on the online leaderboards.

Features

 Fun and frantic twin stick gameplay

 28 varied levels

 7 different endings

 Expert difficulty for expert players

 Full Controller support

 Online rankings

 Biscuits!
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Title: Son of Scoregasm
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
R C Knight
Publisher:
Charlie's Games
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1 compatible graphics card

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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son of scoregasm vita review. son of scoregasm (3.61 ) 3.65 vita

Why can't I remove games from my library?. this game is Really Fun you shood all play it :). Excellent narrative,narration and
cinamatic story.Praise Jesus!. do not buy this version if you want to paly with friends on pc/windows because it doenst work..
10\/10 better than Sunset Invasion.. Funny and relaxing...
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A good - put not perfect - simulation of Air Traffic Control at Radar and Tower levels.

It should first be said that the scope of this is enourmous. As it says, covers almsot 14,000 airports worldwide. If its comerically
flown to in the real world at any sort of level, it will be in the game. I tried a number of local airports to me, some of which see
only a handful of movements a day, and they were fully simulated in STARs, SIDs and Transitions. The simulation has these
spot on, including things like altidude restrictions and holding points.

The interface works very well and intuitevly. The drag and drop for heading plus the scrollwheel for height and speed make it
quick and easy to give aircraft commands, and drag and drop for approach and landing works very nicely too. There is text
based should it be needed, which I tend to use for joining procedures as I find it easier, but even this is not complex and is
nicely done.

Don't be fooled by the trailer, there is very little in the way of audio. You will get voice notifications of aircraft arriving,
departing, leaving your sector and for traffic alerts. There is no background "Buzz" and you don't get readbacks from pilots
(well, you get text readbacks, but no audio). There is also no voice reconition for controlling. However, I can see why this is.
The simulation includes countless airlines, aircraft and thousands upon thousands upon thousands of departure and arrival
routes. To get it sounding anywere near decent would be very very difficult to do, and I see that this is a tradeoff to having more
depth.

There are things missing. There is no VFR traffic, no transiting traffic and no circuit traffic. A few things are missing such as
giving departing aircraft IFR clearance (although at most airports this is not the role of the tower or radar controller, at some it
is). Altimiter settings are missing completely and speed you give as ground speed. There is no airspeed or MACH speeds to have
to worry about.

The addition of multiplay is a nice touch. Although I can not comment on it personally since I have not used it up to now, if
some of my friends were to get this I would no doubt be using it. It is a nice addition that I can see would add to the experience.

As for "learning" the way of the skies, the simulation does give some brief instruction of vectoring aircraft, ariving STARs and
departing SIDs although this is FAR from compelte. If you dont have much prior aviation knowledge I would presume that this
would be a very steep learning curve with not a load of support. There are however plenty of youtube vids aimed at flight
simulation pilots discussing instrument procedures for flying. These can be used to get to grips with using them from the "Other
side" and will give you enough to get into the simulation.

Overall, this is a well thought out and deep reaching simulation covering most aspects of ATC across a HUGE array of airports.
There are a few missing touches as noted above but not enough to detract from the gameplay. If you are not interested in
aviation \/ dont have much background knowledge I would give this a miss, but if this is the sort of thing that interests you, I
would recomend it :). I think i'm going to really like this one.. This Project Was Stoped A Few Months .... This is a game was
not one of my better choices of buying. Played for about 15 minutes, then sat looking at the game for the next 45 minutes trying
to figure out what the crap i was smoking when i purchaced this game. Oh me. You can be dumb at times. Look, if you are
undecided when it comes to buying this game, just, no. Don't. Don't be me. It's boring and just stupid. The developers and this
game are not worth your money or your time. Now run along and buy something that is worth your money and time. Good day
to you sir or ma'am.. so quiet ... NO players would play this game 'coz this minimalist gameplay. A promising start in the first
game in the series is hideously derailed here. This second part becomes almost more about gender and sexuality issues than
superheroes, fully seventy five percent of the characters in this CYOA are either transexual, homosexual, bisexual or some kind
of genderqueer. Normally that's not something that bothers me but it starts actively muscling into the story and detracting from
the overarching plot. The game finally drops all pretense to being about superheroes and crimefighting and reaches its ultimate
nadir when you're shoved into a room where your supporting cast (an effeminate gay, a masculine gay, a lesbian and two
transexuals) argue over who is most oppressed. I am not kidding.. It's Zuma. Really easy until around level 50 though, and it still
doesn't get too hard there. Best Zuma game.. A great concept and very well executed already for an early access game. The
game is very playable and already has deep mechanics, which is especially rare for a VR game.
Definately looking forward to watching this game grow as it gets fleshed out and polished.. I could hardly even make it to the 5
minutes mark needed to post this review.

In short:♥♥♥♥♥♥optimization, few resolution options, 2 language options (and of course the english version is hilariously
bad), generic yet pixelated "modern graphics" and i think it's safe to assume the gameplay and story are just as lackluster.
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I'm quite glad i didn't intentionally buy this, it was part of a 2$ pack of random games from G-censor-A (just so you know the
kind of♥♥♥♥♥♥you get from those).

Don't bother.. Good game hide and seek.
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